PRESS RELEASE

ENDLESS AND ROCKWILL BRING
COMPUTERS THAT SOLVE COST AND
CONNECTIVITY TO EAST AFRICA
New partnership will deliver Endless Computers powered by green energy to rural areas in East Africa
NAIROBI, Kenya - October 6th, 2017  - Endless Solutions Inc., a San Francisco based company that develops technology
solutions for digital inclusion, has united forces with Rockwill Green Energy East Africa Limited to deliver renewable
energy powered computers to Kenya and the East African region.
Endless computers will now be added to Rockwill Green Energy East Africa solar energy products and services portfolio.
Endless computers come preloaded with the Endless Operating System developed to solve the problems of cost and
connectivity that have left more than half of the world’s population  excluded from the digital revolution. "We are
delighted to partner with Rockwill Green Energy to make this technology available for Africa together with a clean
energy solution,”  says Michael Hill, Endless Director of Business Development for Africa. " Endless comes with a
complete ecosystem of preinstalled applications for school, work, home and play, allowing for information and
educational tools to be delivered to everyone."
In the background, Endless OS infrastructure was built to optimize data consumption during updates and internet
navigation,  while all other computer systems in the market were built assuming all users have high quality broadband
connectivity.
"Our partnership with Endless shall be of great value addition to our portfolio. They o
 ffer a tech solution that will go far
into helping the productivity of individuals and institutions that rely very much on technology", says Tonny Mutuku,
CEO for Rockwill Green Energy East Africa Limited. "Africa as a continent is embracing technology gradually, but
internet access is a huge stumbling block to this achievement. Endless has now come over to bridge this massive gap.
The impact from this shall be felt far and wide."
Endless OS has been tried and tested in remote areas of Brazil, Guatemala, Haiti and many other countries with huge
positive impact. It was designed to be simple and easy to use with an interface very similar to a smartphone, with
everything easily organized into apps. It comes preloaded with more than 150 apps, offering engaging content and
powerful tools to individuals, families, schools, and other groups in regions where internet access may be unreliable. In
the background, it will automatically install software updates and retrieve fresh content for apps whenever their is a
connection. When a user has internet,  Endless OS works like any other computer system with the full  benefit of
browsing the internet.

Endless preloaded content includes a full encyclopedia with articles from Wikipedia, fun educational games for kids, and
tons of information on health, well-being, recipes, parenting, and nearly any other topic of interest. The system also
includes tools for creating documents, spreadsheets, and business presentations, editing videos and photos, creating 3D
prototypes, listening to music, and much more.
About Endless
Endless was founded in 2012 with the mission to make computing universally accessible for everyone. Endless OS, the
company’s flagship product, is a fully functional operating system that is easy to use and comes pre-installed with more
than 150 apps. The company is based in San Francisco and has offices in Rio de Janeiro, Mexico City, Guatemala, Taipei
and London. Its team of advisors includes Nobel Prize Winner Muhammad Yunus, and Nicholas Negroponte from the
MIT Media Lab.
Learn more about Endless at www.endlessos.com
About Rockwill
Rockwill Green Energy East Africa Limited is the premier provider of renewable energy solutions ranging from
Individual Home Owners, Institutions, and Grid Connected power plants. We address the customers' energy need by
offering customized products for a specific client, considering that energy need varies from client to the other. We are
currently working with Rural Electrification Authority of Kenya to help them achieve their mandate of connecting the
rural areas with electricity. We are also working on a 20MW Solar Power Plant as a joint venture with our partners in
China.
Learn more about Rockwill at rockwill.co.ke
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